
Wireless mechanical keyboard Royal Kludge KZZI K75 pro RGB, Ref: 6935280820816
Wireless mechanical keyboard Royal Kludge KZZI K75 pro RGB, Moment Switch (black and white)

Royal Kludge KZZI K75 pro RGB mechanical keyboard, Eternity Switch (black and white)
Are  you  looking  for  a  proven  piece  of  hardware  that  will  perform  equally  well  for  work  and  entertainment?  Royal  Kludge  mechanical
keyboard will be the perfect choice! It will adapt to you in every way, as you can not only freely exchange switches in it, but also connect
to  it  in  different  ways.  What's  more,  its  well-thought-out  design  will  ensure  uninterrupted  comfort  during  use,  and  its  built-in
rechargeable battery will ensure long working time.
 
Many possibilities
The Royal Kludge keyboard was created with many usage scenarios in mind. It is equipped with multiple ports including USB-A and 2x
USB-C, so you can connect several devices to it simultaneously. It is compatible with phones, storage devices, mice, headphones, and
that's not all! What's more, you'll find a special cover included to protect the keyboard from dust and water. 
 
Thoughtful design
What  sets  the  Royal  Kludge  keyboard  apart  is  its  well-thought-out  design.  It  was  created  with  durable  materials,  so  I  show  great
durability and resistance. What's more, its multi-layered structure helps reduce noise, so it will work quietly and won't disturb others in
the room. In addition, it is equipped with larger keys, for better working comfort. It also has special places for the receiver and non-slip
feet, so it will always stay in place. 
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With gamers in mind
If you are a fan of games, this keyboard is also for you! It allows you to change switches freely, and the included special key will make
this  task  easier.  What's  more,  it  uses  anti-ghosting  technology,  which  counteracts  the  lack  of  correct  response  to  pressing  several
buttons at the same time, so you will be able to play freely and always respond in time. In addition, the keyboard is equipped with RK
moment switch, which is more stable and faster, which will be perfect for gaming fans. 
 
Tailored to your needs
The  Royal  Kludge  keyboard  will  adapt  to  your  needs.  In  the  dedicated  PC  application,  you  can  change  its  settings  according  to  your
expectations. Among other things, you will be able to change the use of the keys or choose the backlighting you are interested in. This
will personalize the keyboard and make your work even more comfortable! 
 
Multiple connection options 
Royal Kludge responds to the needs of users and gives you the opportunity to connect to the keyboard in as many as 3 different ways! If
you are a fan of traditional solutions - choose a wired connection, using a cable. However, if you want to get rid of tangled wires, connect
to selected devices using a 2.4 GHz network or Bluetooth (in which you can connect to as many as 3 devices simultaneously). Moreover,
you can conveniently switch between connected devices, thanks to a special switch, located on the keyboard. 
 
Long working time
Worried  that  the  keyboard  will  lose  power  at  the  least  opportune  moment?  With  Royal  Kludge,  you  can  abandon  those  fears!  It  is
equipped with a 3750 mAh battery, so it  can work for up to 130 hours. What's more, it  has been equipped with a special display that
informs you about the current state of charge. From today you will renew its energy always on time!
 
RGB backlighting
Give your work more colors! Royal Kludge keyboard is equipped with RGB backlighting, which includes up to 16.80 million colors. What's
more,  there  are  also  14  different  modes  at  your  disposal.  Customize  the  colors  for  your  current  mood  or  gameplay  and  give  your
keyboard a unique look!
 
High compatibility
The  Royal  Kludge  device  exhibits  high  compatibility,  so  you  don't  have  to  worry  that  it  won't  work  with  your  hardware.  It  works  with
phones, mice, headphones, however, not only! You also don't have to worry about the operating system you use, as this keyboard will
work with Windows, iOS/ Mac OS, Android and Linux. Enjoy exceptional freedom!  
 
In the box
keyboard 
additional switches x 4 
key removal key
type-C cable
user manual
	Manufacturer 
	Royal Kludge
	Model
	KZZI K75pro moment
	Color 
	retro-blue
	Working time 
	approx. 130 h
	Connection 
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	2.4GHz, wired, Bluetooth 
	Compatible systems 
	Windows / iOS/ Mac OS/ Android / Linux.
	Dimensions 
	335,8 × 155,5 × 41,5 
	Backlighting 
	RGB
	Layout 
	82 keys 
	Switch type 
	eternity
	Additional features 
	hotswap, anti-ghosting

Preço:

€ 123.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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